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Abstract
In this article, we make use of some known method to investigate
some properties of the numbers represented as sums of two equal odd
powers, i.e., the equation xn + yn = N for n ≥ 3. It was originated in
developing algorithms to search new taxicab numbers (i.e., naturals that
can be represented as a sum of positive cubes in many different ways) and
to verify their minimality. We discuss properties of diophantine equations
that can be used for our investigations. This techniques is applied to
develop an algorithm allowing us to compute new taxicab numbers (i.e.,
numbers represented as sums of two positive cubes in k different ways),
for k = 7 . . . 14.
Introduction
This work was originated in searching new so–called taxicab numbers, i.e., natu-
rals Tk that can be represented/decomposed as/into a sum of positive cubes in
k different ways, and verifying their minimality. We made use of some known
method to investigate properties of the cubic equation that could help us to find
new taxicab numbers.
Already Fermat proved that numbers expressible as a sum of two cubes in
n different ways exist for any n. But still finding taxicab numbers and proving
their minimality are hard computational problems. Whereas the first nontrivial
taxicab number T2 = 1729 became widely–known in 1917 thanks to Ramanujan
and Hardy, next ones were only found with help of computers: T3 = 87539319 (J.
Leech, 1957), T4 = 6963472309248 (E. Rosenstiel, J.A. Dardis, and C.R. Rosen-
stiel, 1991), W5 = T5 = 48988659276962496 (D. Wilson, 1997, [7]). It is known
that these numbers are minimal. For R6 = T6 = 24153319581254312065344
(R.L. Rathbun, 2002) as well as for next discovered taxicab numbers it is un-
known.
In January–September 2006 the author computed T7 = 139
3
R6, T8 =
7273T7, T9 = 4327
3T8, T10 = 38623
3T9, and T11 = 45294
3T10. At the end
1
of 2006 the author learned about the results of C. Boyer [1] who established
smaller T7, . . . , T11 and first T12 in December 2006. At the begin of 2007 the
author computed T13 and T14.
The article is organized as follows. We start with putting the equation in a
new form. Next, we deduce simple properties of the equation of interest based
on this presentation. At the end, we present a new algorithm to compute taxicab
numbers which we used to find new ones.
1 Common Properties
We are interested in the problem of representations (also called decompositions)
of numbers as the sums of two positive odd n-powers; i.e., solvability of the
equation
xn + yn = N (1)
in positive integers. A solution of this equation is also called a representation
or a decomposition of the number N . The equation of interest is too “smooth”
in its original form. We want to make it “uneven”. We are going to consider
this equation in the following m± h-form (m 6= h > 0)
(m− h)n + (m+ h)n = N (2)
which is not an infrequent guest in number–theoretical proofs.
Although only even numbers can be directly represented in this way, there is
a simple transformation that allows us to treat this equation for odd N as well.
In fact, any pair (x, y) consisting of even and odd integers can be represented
as (t− s− 1, t+ s). If N is odd, we write
(t− s− 1)n + (t+ s)n = N.
Multiplying both sides by 2n we can put the previous equation into the form
((2t− 1)− (2s+ 1))n + ((2t− 1) + (2s+ 1))n = 2nN (3)
and, then some extra steps are needed to obtain representations of N itself. For
the exponent 3, the least odd number N for which 23N yields a not only proper
two cubes representation is 513:
23513 = 23
(
13 + 83
)
= (12− 3)3 + (12 + 3)3 = 4104.
Notice that 4104 is the least even number represented as a sum of two cubes in
two different ways. Next, assume N to be even if we do not explicitly state the
contrary.
We are interested in any prime powers, although sometimes it is sufficient
that they are odd only. Such representations for odd powers are closely related
to divisors of the numbers of interest.
We shall refer to m as a median of the corresponding power representation
and toNd as an integer quotientN/d if it exists. We shall make use the following
property (a simple corollary of Quadratic Reciprocity Law) of odd prime divisors
of binary forms:
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Property 1.1.
p | ax2 + by2 ∧ gcd(ax, by) = 1 =⇒
(
ab
p
)
= (−1) p−12 .
In particular, for the binary form u2 + 3v2 the forbidden divisors are
(
3
p
)
6= (−1) p−12 ; i.e., p ≡ 5, 11 (mod 12).
Given N and its divisors, by solving an n− 1-order polynomial equation
(m− h)n + (m+ h)n = 2m


n−1
2∑
k=0
(
n
2k
)
mn−2k−1h2k

 = N (4)
with respect to h, we can either “easily” find some representation(s) of this
number or prove that it is impossible. Notice that in this polynomial m and h
occur only in odd and even powers, respectively.
We start the investigation by establishing the following simple properties of
Equation (2).
Lemma 1. If m is a median of some representation of N , then
m ≡ N2 (mod n).
If n|N , then also n2|N . If n |/ N , then N = 2m(nt+ 1).
Proof. First, rewriting Equation (2) in the form
mn + n
n−1
2∑
k=1
1
n
(
n
2k
)
mn−2kh2k = N2
we can derive the modular equation mn ≡ N2 (mod n). Next:
• By applying Fermat’s Little Theorem we have the first statement.
• Because n|N , therefore also n|m, and this yields the second statement.
• Because n |/ N , then also n |/ m. By applying Fermat’s Little Theorem to
mn−1 ≡ N2m (mod n) we have the third statement.
Because h is ranged in (0,m) it is easy to establish
Lemma 2. A necessary condition for N to have a representation as the sum of
n-powers is
∃m|N : n
√
N
2n
< m <
n
√
N
2
.
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Obviously, the number of such representations does not exceed the number of
divisors of N satisfying this condition (see also Lemma 3).
Lemmas 1 and 2 allow us to estimate numbers being the sum of two odd
powers higher than 2 in k ways. If a number has two different representations
for the power n, then the medians m1,m2 corresponding to them also satisfy
the congruence m1 ≡ m2 (mod n). Because n
√
N/2n + n(k − 1) ≤ n
√
N/2, we
have the following properties of generalized taxicab numbers
Lemma 3. If number T (n, k), k > 1, represented as the sum of two n-powers
in k ways is even, then it has at least k divisors in the range ( n
√
N/2n, n
√
N/2)
and the following lower bound holds
T (n, k) ≥ 2
(
2n
2− n√2
)n
(k − 1)n
This bound is far from optimal due to a quite conservative assumption about
the gaps between medians. This is a subject of further investigation. Recall
that only wide-known theoretical bound for T (3, k) = Tk is Silverman’s result
[6] that describes its logarithmic behavior:
logTk = o(k
r+2/r),
where r is the highest rank of Equation (1). The highest rank known now is
5.
When there are ”too many” taxicab medians they cannot be relative prime
because all of them are divisors. Hence they share common divisors. In partic-
ular, for taxicab medians m1 < . . . < mk the following inequality holds:
lcm(m1, . . . ,mk) ≤ (2m1)n.
The cubic equation in the form m2 + 3h2 = N2m provides a way to derive
parameterizations of the two cubes representation problem1. We mention only
those of them that relate to the taxicab numbers problem. It arises when N2m is
a cube and this case is connected to the well-known problem of the decomposi-
tion of numbers into two rational cubes (positive or not) which was investigated
by Fermat, Euler, Sylvester, and other researchers.
Ge´rardin proved [4, Chapter XX] that all solutions of u2 + 3v2 = w3 with
gcd(u, v) = 1 are generated by
(t3 − 9ts2)2 + 3(3t2s− 3s3)2 = (t2 + 3s2)3.
We have
(t3 − 3t2s− 9ts2 + 3s3)3 + (t3 + 3t2s− 9ts2 − 3s3)3 = 2(t3 − 9ts2)(t2 + 3s2)3,
and next(
t3 − 3t2s− 9ts2 + 3s3
t2 + 3s2
)3
+
(
t3 + 3t2s− 9ts2 − 3s3
t2 + 3s2
)3
= 2t(t− 3s)(t+ 3s).
1Here we treat independently the median m and its co-factor N2m; therefore this does not
cover general cases.
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So, if the diophantine equation 2t3 − 18ts2 ± Nr3 = 0 is solvable2, then N is
decomposable.
This can be simplified into one-parametric examples as follows
(
w3 + 3w2 − 6w + 1
3(w2 − w + 1)
)3
−
(
w3 − 6w2 + 3w + 1
3(w2 − w + 1)
)3
= w(w − 1),
and
±
(
8w9 ± 24w6 + 6w3 ∓ 1
3w(4w6 ± 2w3 + 1)
)3
∓
(
8w9 ∓ 12w6 − 12w3 ∓ 1
3w(4w6 ± 2w3 + 1)
)3
= 4w3 ± 2.
Also, the substitution t− 3s = u2v, t+ 3s = uv2 gives
(
u3 + 6u2v + 3uv2 − v3
3(u2 + uv + v2)
)3
+
(
v3 + 6v2u+ 3vu2 − u3
3(u2 + uv + v2)
)3
= uv(u+ v)
which provides the following parametrization of the sum of two integer powers
(
p9 + 6p6q3 + 3p3q6 − q9
3pq(p6 + p3q3 + q6)
)3
+
(
q9 + 6q6p3 + 3q3p6 − p9
3pq(p6 + p3q3 + q6)
)3
= p3 + q3.
Catalan’s parametrization
( 1
2
(t+ s)(t− 2s)(s− 2t))2 + 3 ( 3
2
ts(t− s))2 = (t2 − ts+ s2)3
leads us to another rational cubes identity
(
t3 − 3t2s+ s3
t2 − ts+ s2
)3
+
(
t3 − 3ts2 + s3
t2 − ts+ s2
)3
= (t+ s)(2s− t)(s− 2t).
The substitution 2s− t = u2v, s− 2t = uv2 gives the following identity
(
u3 + 3u2v − 6uv2 + v3
3(u2 − uv + v2)
)3
−
(
u3 − 6u2v + 3uv2 + v3
3(u2 − uv + v2)
)3
= uv(u− v)
which provides the following parametrization of the sum of two integer powers
(
p9 + 3p6q3 − 6p3q6 + q9
3pq(p6 − p3q3 + q6)
)3
−
(
p9 − 6p6q3 + 3p3q6 + q9
3pq(p6 − p3q3 + q6)
)3
= p3 − q3.
It is easy to note that these parameterizations of the sum and the difference
of two integer cubes also give parameterizations to the diophantine equation
X3 + Y 3 = S3 + T 3. Euler’s parametric solution to X3 + Y 3 = S3 + T 3 is
X = w(1 − (u − 3v)(u2 + 3v2)) Y = w((u + 3v)(u2 + 3v2)− 1)
S = w((u + 3v)− (u2 + 3v2)2) T = w((u2 + 3v2)2 + (3v − u))
Finally, we mention some properties of the equation of interest that can be
used to investigate taxicab numbers. Sometimes we can improve the congruence
of Lemma 1:
2Euler’s solution of the two rational cubes problem is slightly different.
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Lemma 4. If (m−h)p+(m+h)p = N , gcd(m,h) = 1, m 6≡ h (mod 2), then
p = 3 ⇒ m ≡ N2 (mod 12)
p = 5 ⇒ m ≡ N2 (mod 20).
Proof. We write down 2m3 + 6mh2 = N as m2 − h2 + 4h2 = N2m and 2m5 +
20m3h2+10mh4 = N as 5m(m2+h2)2−4m5 = N2. Considering these equations
by modulo 4 we conclude m ≡ N2 (mod 4). Combining this congruence with
the congruence from Lemma 1 we obtain these lemma statements.
The forbidden divisors condition for two-squares representation is well known
since Fermat’s work. For cubic and quintic equations there are analogies which
follow from Property 1.1:
Lemma 5. Necessary conditions for N to have a cubic/quintic representation
with gcd(m,h) = 1 are the following:
1. It has no prime divisors of forms 12t+ 5 and 12t+ 11 (the cubic case) or
of forms 10t± 1 (the quintic case), or
2. If such divisors exist, then all of them are factors of the median.
Remark. In view of the cubic case of Lemma 5, we can mention the results
of Euler et al for the divisors of numbers in the form u2+3v2: all prime divisors
have the same form α2 + 3β2.
2 New Taxicab/Cabtaxi Numbers
Before we discuss cubic taxicab numbers, we briefly consider the equation x5 +
y5 = u5 + v5. No such number is known within the range up to 1.05 · 1026. We
have not yet found any, but we found some solution in Gaussian integers:
(
t2 + s2 − (t2 − 2ts− s2)ı)5 + (t2 + s2 + (t2 − 2ts− s2) ı)5 =(
t2 + s2 − (t2 + 2ts− s2)ı)5 + (t2 + s2 + (t2 + 2ts− s2) ı)5 =
−8(t2 + s2)(t4 − 2t3s− 6t2s2 + 2ts3 + s4)(t4 + 2t3s− 6t2s2 − 2ts3 + s4)
The least such positive number is 3800 = (5− ı)5+(5+ ı)5 = (5−7ı)5+(5+7ı)5.
The observation that T6 = 79
3T5 stirs up our interest in searching for new
taxicab numbers Tk in the same way. The usual definition of taxicab numbers
is equipped with a condition that they are minimal. But for brevity we desig-
nate all multi-ways representable numbers as taxicab numbers. Even an open
question3 about the minimality of T6 does not matter. To compute some k+1–
way representable number we can try any k-way representable number. Our
3C. Calude et al [2] (with an update [3]) stated that the minimality of T6 can be confirmed
with the probability > 0.99 but G. Martin criticized their considerations in Mathematical
Reviews MR2149410 (2006a:11175).
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approach can produce non-minimal numbers, but such numbers can be used
to check their minimality or to search for smaller ones. We believe that this
median–based approach reducing the length of tested numbers in three times
allows us to check the minimality of T6 and T7.
Notice that Wilson [7] used similar ideas (cubic multipliers) to find 5–way
representable number W5 = 48988659276962496 in 1997 but his approach is
more expensive even for small numbers. During this search a six-way example
was also detected. Inspired by Wilson’s approach in 2002 R. L. Rathbun [5]
presented the smaller candidate
R6 = 79
3
W5 = 24153319581254312065344.
Rathbun also mentioned multipliers 139 and 727 giving other examples of six-
way representable numbers. Our approach demonstrates that they appear in
multipliers of T9 and T11, respectively.
In the first version of this article (December 2006) we described a modi-
fication of our algorithm that produces some taxicab numbers. In January–
September 2006 with help of this algorithm we computed T7 = 139
3
R6, T8 =
7273T7, T9 = 4327
3T8, T10 = 38623
3T9, and T11 = 45294
3T10. At that moment
we learned about results of C. Boyer [1] who established smaller T7, . . . , T11 and
first T12 in December 2006. Unfortunately he has not yet published details of
his algorithm. Our renewed algorithm, given later in this article, produces the
same numbers. Also, for the first time we found T13 and T14.
The main idea of our approach is not too surprising. If we know some k–
way representable number Tk, then we can try to find Tk+1 in the form µ
3 Tk.
If m1, . . . ,mk are medians of the representations of Tk, then medians of the
representations of Tk+1 are µm1, . . . , µmk, d
′d where d′ ∈ divisors(µ3) (the first
version of the algorithm uses only d′ = 1) and d ∈ divisors(Tk). A simple
observation is that the multiplier of interest does not exceed 2T
2/3
k .
The iterative procedure formalizing this idea and using the properties of the
equation is the following:
• Create an ordered array D of all divisors of Tk excluding known too small
divisors, i.e., less than 3
√
Tk/4.
• For multipliers M from 2 to ⌊2T 2/3k ⌋ do
• Let N = M3Tk;
• For µ ∈ divisors(M3) do
• Using dichotomic search, find a range of D where the divisors
satisfying Lemma 2 for 1µN are located;
• Within this range for divisors d such that µd ≡ 12N (mod 3) do:
if the value ( 12µdN − (µd)2)/3 is a perfect square, then µd is the
k + 1 median and therefore N is Tk+1. Otherwise continue.
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A set of all divisors of Tk may be space-consuming. To avoid the explicit
computation of this set we used the following trick. A taxicab number Tk is
a product M · Ts where Ts is a “seed”, i.e., a small taxicab number with an
easily computed set of divisors and M = (µs+1 · · ·µk)3. Evidently M = 1
for Tk+1 = Ts+1. Thus computing Tk+1 we split the loop iterating through all
divisors of Tk into two nested loops: the outer loop iterating through all divisors
of M and the inner one iterating through those divisors of Ts such that product
of the first iterator, the second iterator, and some divisor of the current cubic
multiplier satisfies Lemma 2.
Choice of the seed Ts affects the space used by the algorithm. We used W5
to compute new Tk for k = 7 . . . 12. But for the next numbers, cardinality of the
divisor set forM exceeds one for Ts more and more. To balance the cardinalities
of these sets we took greater seeds.
Ways Seed Multiplier Time
7 5 101 58 s.
8 5 127 5 m. 1 s.
9 5 139 18 m. 47 s.
10 5 377 4 h. 8 m.
11 5 727 123 h. 20 m.
12 5 2971 152 d.
13 6 4327 21 h. 8 m.a)
14 6 7549 23 m. 39 s.b)
a) To compute this number we examined only prime multipliers great than 2971.
b) To compute this number we examined only this multiplier.
Table 1. Computational results.
Table 1. represents multipliers producing new taxicab numbers. In AP-
PENDIX A we give these numbers themselves and their decompositions.
Also, we found that all of our taxicab numbers T (3, k) are cabtaxi (i.e., with-
out the restriction on the cubes of the decomposition to be positive) numbers
C(3, k+2). Surprisingly the multiplier 5 gives cabtaxi numbers of higher orders:
53T (3, k) = C(3, k + 4). We checked this property for k = 6 . . . 12.
Final Remark
In September 2007 we learned about new results of C. Boyer who established
new taxicab numbers for n = 13 . . . 19 and cabtaxi numbers for n = 10 . . . 30.
Boyer’s article is going to be published in a mathematical magazine.
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APPENDIX A. Taxicab numbers decompositions
T7 = 101
3
R6 = 24885189317885898975235988544:
587983623 + 29195268063 =
3094814733 + 29183751033 =
4595311283 + 29157349483 =
8604473813 + 28944061873 =
16380248683 + 27364140083 =
17667420963 + 26856356523 =
18472821223 + 26486609663
T8 = 127
3 T7=50974398750539071400590819921724352:
74673919743 + 3707799043623 =
393041470713 + 3706336380813 =
583604532563 + 3702983383963 =
1092768173873 + 3675895857493 =
2080291582363 + 3475245790163 =
2243762461923 + 3410757278043 =
2346048294943 + 3363799426823 =
2888736628763 + 2995120635763
9
T9 = 139
3 T8 = 136897813798023990395783317207361432493888:
10379674843863 + 515384067063183 =
40768778055883 + 515300421426563 =
54632764428693 + 515180756932593 =
81121030025843 + 514714690370443 =
151894776167933 + 510949524191113 =
289160529948043 + 483059164832243 =
311882982206883 + 474095261647563 =
326100712996663 + 467568120327983 =
401534391397643 + 416321768370643
T10 = 377
3 T9 = 7335345315241855602572782233444632535674275447104:
3913137416135223 + 194299793282818863 =
9040693335688843 + 194293797782705603 =
15369829327066763 + 194268258877813123 =
20596552189616133 + 194223145363586433 =
30582628319741683 + 194047438269655883 =
57264330615309613 + 192627970620048473 =
109013519790411083 + 182113305141754483 =
117579884291993763 + 178733913641130123 =
122939968799740823 + 176273181363648463 =
151378465556910283 + 156953306675731283
T11 = 727
3 T10 = 2818537360434849382734382145310807703728251895897826621632:
2844850901530304943 + 141255949716609311223 =
6572584055045786683 + 141251590988026971203 =
11173865920777534523 + 141233024204170138243 =
14973693441850926513 + 141200226679327334613 =
22233570788452201363 + 141072487622039824763 =
41631168357330086473 + 140040534640775237693 =
67163799217793993263 + 136001929743147327863 =
79252828887628855163 + 132396372838055506963 =
85480575880279463523 + 129939555217101597243 =
89377357317411576143 + 128150602851372430423 =
110052144459873773563 + 114105053953256640563
T12 = 2971
3 T11 =
10
73914858746493893996583617733225161086864012865017882136931801625152:
8452052028446535976743 + 419671426608046263634623 =
19330975426181222410263 + 419658897311362294765263 =
19527147227541032226283 + 419658476825428131435203 =
33197555650630055058923 + 419603314910589480711043 =
44486843215739102661213 + 419505873464281511126313 =
66055938812491490240563 + 419126360725080319361963 =
123686201189627686902373 + 416060428417743231176993 =
199543647476065953975463 + 404061733266890711072063 =
235460154625145328680363 + 393349623701862911178163 =
253962790940310286117923 + 386050418550008845400043 =
265540128590029792711943 + 380735441071427490777823 =
326964921190284981246763 + 339006115295125479103763
T13 = 4327
3 T12 =
5988146776742829080553965820313279739849705084894534523771076163371248442670016:
36572029127088161171353983 + 1815918262933016182747000743 =
83645130669086149369195023 + 1815864048666264649449280023 =
84493966053570046443113563 + 1815862229223627524720110403 =
143645823300276248239946843 + 1815623543618120683036670083 =
192494570594503097215055673 + 1815201914479946098643543373 =
285824047241650678270903123 + 1813559762857422541879200923 =
535190192547519001226554993 + 1800293473763574961302835733 =
548188311020577509950526043 + 1799115869790691034444141283 =
863425362628937382851815423 + 1748375119845836106808803623 =
1018836089063003837199917723 + 1702023821757960816667898323 =
1098896996398722608032239843 + 1670440161065888274045973083 =
1148992136409058913064564383 + 1647442253516066752595627143 =
1414777213990363113854730523 + 1466879460882007948081969523
T14 = 7549
3 T13 =
257608810925730001281963766003343299028977072 \
5881505682307757452553496715044742867424072384 :
11
276082247880388528682551195023 + 13708366966881339163557108586263 =
631437091420931341588053205983 + 13707957703381631838692614870983 =
637844949738400280599064264443 + 13707943968409164184112113409603 =
1084382320093785397963358695163 + 13706142130773193036243822433923 =
1453141513417903880876455252833 + 13702959252409113098660108900133 =
2157685732627220970267047652883 + 13690562649810682768646087745083 =
4040150763541220940259263619513 + 13590415433441227382875106925773 =
4138273559894339622616521075963 + 13581525701049926619018822522723 =
6179898306822799485759322968803 + 13276277702741786024201310344443 =
6517998062485848303148354605583 + 13198483779716216770299658527383 =
7691193636336615967022178868283 + 12848577830450846205025964417683 =
8295573425813956968035378552163 + 12610152775886390580773050780923 =
8673741637751985734724396504623 + 12436541571792787915344389279863 =
10680153188413251146489360695483 + 11073473050198278000070787906483
12
